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WE WERE NEVER ALONE 

 
“Action-packed. . . easy to turn pages” - Kirkus Reviews on Children of the Fifth Sun 

“Cinematic, thought provoking, and immersive” - Booklist on It Takes Death to Reach a Star 

“Merging the best of apocalyptic fiction and science fiction”- Library Journal on It Takes Death to Reach a Star 

“An exceptional read”- Midwest Book Review on Condition Black 

 

Gareth Worthington is an award-winning author of science fiction, fantasy and thrillers. Also a scientist, he currently 

works in the pharma industry. Gareth is an authority in ancient history, has hand-tagged sharks in California, and trained 

in various martial arts. Born in England, he has lived around the world, and now resides in Switzerland with his family. 

The exclusive hardback edition contains illustrations by Bona Chang. 

 

Captain Kara Psomas was pronounced dead when her research vessel 

slammed into Jupiter. More than a century later, the crew of the Paralus, a 

helium mining freighter, find a pristine escape pod with a healthy young girl 

nestled inside. A girl who claims to be Kara—and she brings a message of 

doom. 

 

She says she has been waiting in the dark for that exact moment. To be found 

by that particular crew. Because an ancient cosmic being has tasked her with a 

sacred responsibility. She claims she must alter the Fulcrum, a lever in time—

no matter the cost to the people aboard—or condemn the rest of civilization 

to a very painful and drawn-out demise. 

 

She sounds convincing. She appears brave. She might well be insane. . . 

 

DARK DWELLER 
by Gareth Worthington 

 
Fans of Andy Weir and Adrian Tchaikovsky will love this  

‘science faction’ novel that pairs quantum physics with the Greek Pantheon 
 

From the Big Bang to the Great Titans of Ancient Greece to the near future, Dark Dweller explores 

humanity’s importance in the universe. Told through the eyes of several characters, we follow a young girl 

who claims she has seen all of time and, more importantly, must save everyone from disaster.  
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